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The Celtic Magazine 2017-04-16

the celtic magazine vol xiii a monthly periodical devoted to the literature history antiquities
vol xii is an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of 1876 hansebooks is editor
of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science travel and expeditions
cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus on the preservation of
historical literature many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as
antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of
literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future

The Celtic Magazine 2017-04-20

the celtic magazine vol ii is an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of 1876
hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science
travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus on
the preservation of historical literature many works of historical writers and scientists are
available today as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the
preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 1, No. 3, January 1876 A Monthly
Periodical Devoted to the Literature, History, Antiquities, Folk
Lore, Traditions, and the Social and Material Interests of the
Celt at Home and Abroad 2009

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of
the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

The Celtic Magazine, Vol I, No. IV, February 1876 2012

excerpt from the celtic magazine vol 8 a monthly periodical devoted to the literature history
antiquities folk lore traditions and the social and material interest of the celt at home and
abroad in an old manuscript history of this family printed with the memoirs of locheill in 1842
the author says the camerons have a tradition among them that they wereuoriginally descended of a
younger son of the royal f emily of denmark who assisted at the restoration of king fergus ii
anno 4041 he was called cameron from his crooked nose as that word imports but it is more
probable that they were of the aborigines of the ancient scots or caledonians that first planted
the country skene quotes the family manuscript in his highlanders of scotland about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. I, No. VI, April 1876 2012

excerpt from the celtic magazine vol 5 a monthly periodical devoted to the literature history
antiquities folk lore traditions and the social and material interests of the celt at home and
abroad mr wby ie said after the eloquent pointed powerful and i had almost said pugnacious speech
of mr mackenzie laughter it seems to me almost necessary to remind the meeting that my friend was
not replying for the army and navy laughter but for the much more peaceful toast of celtic
liteiature i am sure after the effective address to which we have just listened you will commend
my good sense when i tell you that i have no intention of inflicting any lengthened speech of mine
upon you about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 1, No. 1, November 1875 2021-01-18

trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide readers
with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature that has stood the
test of time the many thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from libraries and
private collections around the world the titles that trieste publishing has chosen to be part of
the collection have been scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books the same way
that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period are
often spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the
form of blurred text photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would occur
with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that the readers of trieste
publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every
page of all the books in the collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles that are not
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of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles
receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible
gives them the experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a
pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest quality but also providing value to
every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on demand however they may
also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly
to enquire about our tailored bulk rates

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 1, No. 2, December 1875 A Monthly
Periodical Devoted to the Literature, History, Antiquities, Folk
Lore, Traditions, and the Social and Material Interests of the
Celt at Home and Abroad 2009

excerpt from the celtic magazine vol 3 a monthly periodical devoted to the literature history
antiquities folk lore traditions and the social and material interests of the celt at home and
abboad this clan at one time one of the most powerful in the highlands and still one of the most
numerous and influential claims a very ancient descent it has been long maintained that the
family is descended from an irish nobleman named colin or cailean fitzgerald and although in the
light of modern discoveries we find ourselves unable to adopt this view we shall place it before
the reader and leave him to adopt after full consideration which view he thinks most probable and
authentic the authorities who maintain this irish origin of the clan inform us that a certain
otho who came to england with william the conqueror and fought with him at the battle of hastings
was created castellan and baron of windsor and that he was the common progenitor of the
fitzgeralds of the windsors and earls of plymouth most authorities concur in holding that this
otho was succeeded by his own son surnamed fitz otho who we find was castellan of windsor in 1078
and married a daughter of glady of ry gwallan ap comryn prince of north wales by whom he had
three sons gerald robert and william robert who was afterwards castellan of windsor appears as a
witness to a royal charter granted in favour of the monks of durham in 1082 and had extensive
possessions in several english counties gerald or gerard for the two names are synonymous under
the patronymic of fitz walter in 1112 married nesta daughter of rees ap teudor griffin prince of
south wales by whom he had three sons 1 maurice 2 william of whom are said to be descended the
earls of kerry and 3 david bishop of st david s uncle to the celebrated geraldus cambrensis whom
he afterwards appointed to the arch deanery of that see maurice the eldest son succeeded his
father and was one of those who accompanied richard strongbow earl of striguel to ireland about
1170 where after many distinguished and signal services in the subjection of that country he was
created baron of wicklow and naas offelim of the territories of the macleans by henry ii who on
his return to england left maurice in the joint government in 1172 about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. IX - Scholar's Choice Edition
2015-02-18

the celtic magazine vol xii a monthly periodical devoted to the literature history antiquities is
an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of 1876 hansebooks is editor of the
literature on different topic areas such as research and science travel and expeditions cooking
and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical
literature many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only
hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which
has become rare and historical knowledge for the future

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 1, No. 1, November 1875 A Monthly
Periodical Devoted to the Literature, History, Antiquities, Folk
Lore, Traditions, and the Social and Material Interests of the
Celt at Home and Abroad 2008

excerpt from the celtic magazine vol 9 a monthly periodical devoted to the literature history
antiquities folk lore traditions and the social and material interests of the celt at home and
abroad lochiel having returned to lochaber found macdonald of glengarry and keppoch willing to
join him in the common defence of their properties and for this purpose they met at glenturrit
when they agreed to raise their men and meet upon a moor above aberchalder a few miles from fort
augustus whenever they heard of the enemy s advance lochiel in the meantime allowed most of his
men to separate and go home but hearing of the approach of the english sooner than he expected he
determined to march for the place of rendezvous with about four hundred of his followers whom he
had still about him thinking that by the assistance of glengarry and keppoch he might be able to
engage the enemy successfully on his arrival he was disappointed to find only keppoch there in
terms of the agreement previously come to and that glengarry was walking and discoursing with the
english commander in the very centre of his troops encamped on the plain below and numbering 1500
men and several troops of horse about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
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The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 8 2018-03

the celtic monthly a magazine for highlanders vol vii is an unchanged high quality reprint of the
original edition of 1892 hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as
research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a
publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature many works of historical writers
and scientists are available today as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and
contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for
the future

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. I No. V 2012

excerpt from the celtic magazine vol 40 a monthly periodical devoted tom the literature history
antiquities folk lore traditions and the social and material interests of the celt at home and
abroad to write the history of one of our leading highland clans is a more arduous task than most
readers of the celtic magazine are likely to realise but the reception accorded to the histories
of the mackenzies of the macdonalds and of the camerons written and published by us during the
last six years and the valuable aid extended to us by members of these families and by those
possessing information concerning the clans whose histories have already appeared have emboldened
us to begin a history of the ancient family of macleod in the full expectation and confidence
that similar aid will be extended to us in our present task we would however call attention to
the fact that in a few instances parties interested have not supplied us until it was too late
with genealogical and other interesting family information which it was impossible to obtain from
other sources and it may be well to warn those interested in the history and genealogies of the
clan macleod and its connexions against similar oversight so that they may not when the work is
completed have to complain as some mackenzies macdonalds and camerons have done that their names
or families have been overlooked and left out of the genealogical portion of the histories of
their respective clans about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 5 2018-01-29

excerpt from the celtic magazine vol 4 a monthly periodical devoted to the literature history
antiquities folk lore traditions and the social and material interests of the celt at home and
abroad in 1651 after the disastrous battle of worcester in which charles was completely defeated
by cromwell and at which we find thomas mac kenzie of pluscardine as one of the colonels of foot
for inverness and ross as also alexander cam mackenzie fourth son of alexander fifth of gairloch
james ed to the continent and after many severe hardships and narrow escapes he ultimately found
refuge in france where and in flanders he continued to reside often in great distress and want
until the restoration in may 1660 when he returned to england we are told indolent selfish
unfeeling faithless ungrateful and insensible to shame or reproach the earl of cromarty informs
us that subsequent to the treaty agreed to between middleton and leslie at strathbogie seaforth
joined the king at stirling after the fatal battle of worcester he con tinned a close prisoner
till the restoration of charles he was excepted from oliver cromwell s act of grace and pardon in
1664 and his estate was forfeited without any provision being allowed out of it for his lady and
family he supported the cause of the king as long as there was an opportunity of fighting for it
in the field and when forced to submit to the opposing powers of cromwell and the commonwealth he
was com mitted to prison where with much firmness of mind and nobility of soul he endured a
tedious captivity for many years until charles ii was recalled when his old and faithful friend
seaforth was released and became a favourite at his licentious and piofiigate court during the
remainder of his life little or nothing of any importance is known regarding him except that he
lived in the favour and merited smiles of his sovereign in undis puted possession and enjoyment
of the extensive estates and honours of his ancestors which through his faithful adherence to the
house of stuart had been nearly overwhelmed and lost during the exile of the second charles and
his own captivity regarding the state of matters then the laird of applecross a contemporary
writer says that the rebels possessing the authority oppressed all the loyal subjects and him
with the first his estate was overburthened to its destruction but nothing could deter him so as
to bring him to forsake his king or his duty whenever any was in the field for him he was one
seconding that falling cause with all his power and when he was not in the field against the
enemy he was in the prison by him until the restoration of the king about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works

The Celtic Monthly 2017-09-16

excerpt from the celtic magazine a monthly periodical vol 1 devoted to the literature history
antiquities folklore tradition and the social and material interest of the celt at home and
abroad ir pherson s connection with these poems has a mystery about it and he was probably to
blame but every one feels the words the impostor who fabricated these forgeries to be much too
strong and is disposed in the resistance and reaction of feeling produced to become so far
macpherson s friend and so far macaulay s fee we regret this seeming strength but real infirmity
of macaulay s mode of writing not merely because it has hurt his credit as a critic of ossian but
because it has injured materially his influence as an historian of england the public are not
disposed with all their admiration of talents and eloquence to pardon in an his torian faults of
boyish petulance prejudice and small personal or political prepossessions which they would
readily forgive in an orator macaulay himself we think somewhere speaking of fox s history says
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that many parts of it sound as if they were thundered from the opposition benches at one or two
in the morning and mentions thisas a defect in the book the same objection plies to many parts of
his own history ilis sweeping character of m or ersorr is precisely such a hot hand grenmle as he
might in an excited mood have hurled in parliament against some celtic m p from aberdeen or
thurso whose zeal had outrun his discretion about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 3 2016-06-14

trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide readers
with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature that has stood the
test of time the many thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from libraries and
private collections around the world the titles that trieste publishing has chosen to be part of
the collection have been scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books the same way
that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period are
often spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the
form of blurred text photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would occur
with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that the readers of trieste
publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every
page of all the books in the collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles that are not
of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles
receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible
gives them the experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a
pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest quality but also providing value to
every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on demand however they may
also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly
to enquire about our tailored bulk rates

The Celtic Magazine 2017-04-16

reprint of the original first published in 1875

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 9 2016-06-14

celtic folk and fairy tales by various published by good press good press publishes a wide range
of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction
to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read
each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e
readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high quality digital format

The Celtic Monthly 2017-06-14

experience the whimsy charm and magic of the celtic imagination in this captivating collection of
timeless stories that have enchanted generations of youngsters and adults among the eight popular
tales included here are the fate of the children of lir a haunting narrative of four children
turned into swans by a wicked stepmother the shepherd of myddvai in which a beautiful woman risen
from the sea orders her husband to be to observe certain rules and beth gellert a touching tale
of a brave dog that dies after saving a child s life five additional stories include the tale of
ivan morraha the story of deirdre the llanfabon changeling and the sea maiden

The Celtic Magazine, a Monthly Periodical... Vol. I [-XI]. 1876

a definitive collection of stories from celtic folklore told by a master storyteller drawing on
the wonderful mythology of ireland from traditional tales handed down in gaelic through the
generations celtic fairy tales features wondrous magic beguiling witchcraft conniving leprechauns
terrifying sea monsters and gallant heroes this volume features 26 charming tales including the
shepherd of myddvai the story of deirdre the sea maiden beth gellert the battle of the birds

The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 40 2016-06-15

the step dancing of the scotch gaels in nova scotia is the last living example of a form of dance
that waned following the great emigrations to canada that ended in 1845 the scotch gael has been
reported as loving dance but step dancing in scotland had all but disappeared by 1945 one must
look to gaelic nova scotia cape breton and antigonish county to find this tradition gaelic cape
breton step dancing the first study of its kind gives this art form and the people and culture
associated with it the prominence they have long deserved gaelic scotland s cultural record is by
and large pre literate and references to dance have had to be sought in gaelic songs many of
which were transcribed on paper by those who knew their culture might be lost with the decline of
their language the improved scottish culture depended proudly on the teaching of dancing and the
literate learning and transmission of music in accompaniment relying on fieldwork in nova scotia
and on mentions of dance in gaelic song and verse in scotland and nova scotia john gibson traces
the historical roots of step dancing particularly the older forms of dancing originating in the
gaelic speaking scottish highlands he also places the current tradition as a development and part
of the much larger british and european percussive dance tradition with insight collected through
written sources tales songs manuscripts book references interviews and conversations gaelic cape
breton step dancing brings an important aspect of gaelic history to the forefront of cultural
debate
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The Celtic Magazine, Vol. 4 2016-12-11

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the prophecies of the brahan seer
coinneach odhar fiosaiche by alexander mackenzie coinneach odhar digicat publishing considers
every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced
for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks
digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a
classic of world literature

The Celtic Magazine; A Monthly Periodical, Vol. 1 2016-07-02

excerpt from the cambrian and caledonian quarterly magazine and celtic repertory 1833 vol 5 yet
it is horrid to think in connexion with dishonest in statesmen that because popular imagination
has been fed by a venal press great britain if she be influenced by this upas of literature stands
a good chance of bein hurried on to an universal immaddened state of anarchy w ile every possible
amelioration that can may be gained without it b a careful selection of members of parliament
according to t e simple precedent we have recorded and here we may be allowed to remark how
shamelessly has one portion of the press vilified the tories and another portion the whigs while
there have been great and good many great and good men and how insidiously is it now labouring to
let the dis assionate the philanthropic low neighbour oods of the metropolis during of
dissipation which are there nightly going ou let him do this and he will as we have done soon
discover what sort of reaction is now afloat the miserable attacks formerly made are now at an end
we hear no thing of n oscy or old bags but camelion like they have chan to true blue and grey and
brougham are vilified ali e in terms stupidly opprobrious and wicked here is reaction based upon
the vilest ebullition of demo cratic wildness the chief reason of it is that some of our daily
weekly and monthly contemporaries look not to reli gion or moral feeling as their guide out upon
it we want an increased crculation let our country fall and still are a portion of the world mad
enough to be influenced by these self interested vehicles of demoralization we now wish to offer
our opinion u n the system of pledging we think that to extort one 111 a man as to his future
conduct in legislation before he has seen or can judge of the premises on which his pledges are
given is in plain terms to pronounce the electors and the elected knaves and idiots su pose the
administrators to the laws instead of the makers o them were to pledge themselves in decision
previously to hearing the bearings of a civil or criminal case what would be said of them then
indeed would the names of scrogg s and j eff ray s not stand alone and in such cases infamy must
necessarily stain the other wise exalted reputation of the british judge and yet such conduct is
not uncommonly required at the hands of parliamentary representatives the cause of this may
appear to many of our readers inexplicable to us it seems to be founded on improper interference
on direct innova tion of the election law a constituency requirin pledges be they who they may
exhibit in their demands a most dangerous leaning to misgovemment in its very worst form absolute
rule devoid of reasoning power about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

The Celtic Monthly 2017-09-14

also known as the cattle raid of cooley this ancient irish legend recounts the heroic feats of cú
chulainn its scenes of fierce combat are interwoven with earthy humor and wild exaggeration

The Celtic Magazine 1887

vols for 1871 76 1913 14 include an extra number the christmas bookseller separately paged and
not included in the consecutive numbering of the regular series

The Celtic Magazine. A Monthly Periodical Devoted to the
Literature, History, Antiquities, Folk Lore, Traditions, and the
Social and Material Interest of the Celt at Home and Abroad
2024-03-18

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Celtic Monthly 1910

vols for 1871 76 1913 14 include an extra number the christmas bookseller separately paged and
not included in the consecutive numbering of the regular series

Celtic Folk and Fairy Tales 2019-11-21

the highland clearances stands out as one of the most emotive chapters in the history of scotland
this book traces the origins of the clearances from the eighteenth century to their culmination
in the crofting legislation of the 1880s in considering both the terrible suffering of the
highland people as well as the stark choices that faced landowners during a period of rapid
economic change it shows how the clearances were one of many attempted solutions to the problem
of how to maintain a population on marginal and infertile land and were in fact part of a wider
european movement of rural depopulation in drawing attention away from the mythology to the hard
facts of what actually happened the highland clearances offers a balanced analysis of events
which created a terrible scar on the highland and gaelic imagination
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Celtic Fairy Tales 2017-07-27

the brahan seer is a legendary figure known throughout scotland and the scottish diaspora and
indeed anywhere there is an interest in looking into the future this book traces the legend of
the seer between the sixteenth and twenty first centuries it considers the seer figure in
relation to aspects of scottish highland culture and society that shaped its development during
this period these include the practice and prosecution of witchcraft the reporting and scientific
investigation of instances of second sight and the perennial belief in and use of prophecy as a
means of predicting events in so doing the book provides a set of historicised contexts for
understanding the genesis of the legend and how it changed over time through a synthesis of
historical events oral tradition folklore and literary romanticism it makes a contribution to the
debates not only about witchcraft second sight and prophecy but also about the relationship
between popular and elite culture in scotland by taking the brahan seer as a case study it argues
that popular culture is not antithetical to elite culture but rather in constant and complex
interaction with it

Celtic Folk & Fairy Tales 2022-09-30

Gaelic Cape Breton Step-Dancing 2017-07-04

The Prophecies of the Brahan Seer (Coinneach Odhar Fiosaiche)
2022-09-04
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